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This note repeats Section 2 of our earlier paper in this journal [I], together with 
the closing paragraph that was inadvertently omitted from the original. It is a 
tongue-in-check description of a sociological application of our algorithm that has 
the same flavour as, but is different from, that of Gale and Shapley [2]. 
There are n boys and n girls in a village. A strictly enforced bylaw restricts to r 
the number of times a person is allowed to date each week. Eager boys and girls 
take full advantage of the bylaw, so a dating system is in place, by which each per- 
son dates the opposite sex exactly r times a week. The dating frequencies can be 
represented by an r-regular bipartite graph, in which the boys and girls are the 
nodes. The node set is bipartitioned by Nature. If x is adjacent to y we say that x 
is a girlfriend of y and y is a boyfriend of x. The multiplicity of xy is the number 
of times x and y date each other in a week. When this multiplicity is r then x and 
y are engaged to be married (and drop out of the system). 
The system of dating stays in effect until a girl gets bored. She then reduces the 
number of dates with her least favorite boyfriend by one (possibly eliminating him 
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as a boyfriend), and sighs. The boy chooses from among his other girlfriends the 
one he favors most and asks her for an additional date. His request is granted, but 
the generous girl must reduce the number of dates by one with the least favorite of 
her other boyfriends. This boy then arranges for an additional date with the proper 
girlfriend, etc., and a chain reaction gets going. If all the girls grant additional dates 
when asked (and no other changes in the scheme are allowed) then the chain stops 
when the girl asked for a new date has only one boyfriend; in this case they get 
engaged. (This girl is necessarily the girl who initially got bored. Incidentally, with 
bad luck, she may end up marrying her least favorite boyfriend.) For the remaining 
boys and girls, a new dating system is in effect. 
People, as they are, do get bored at one time or another. As a result, all the girls 
(and boys) get matched and the n married couples live happily ever after in a perfect 
matching. Proofs of finiteness of the above application and its variants can be 
drawn from [l, Sections 3 and 41. 
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